
KARTELL'S NEW “MADEMOISELLE À LA MODE!” WEARS A SUMPTUOS DRESS BY

Moscow, October 9th 2008 - Kartell’s enhances once again the affinities between fashion and design with the much-renowned
“Mademoiselle à la Mode!” series.
Like the women who inspired her design, Mademoiselle chair designed by Philippe Stack loves to be truly “à la mode”, well
dressed for every occasion. To satisfy the muse, Kartell turned to provide the Mademoiselle a brand new glamorous wardrobe fit,
designed by Russian fashion designer Denis Simachëv.

Rich, precious and stylish, Simachev's Mademoiselle wears an opulent white or black tone-sur-tone damask fabric. Expressing a true
Russian spirit, the chair will become a sure must-have for the very many fans of the fashion designer as well as the Kartell brand.

The new “Mademoiselle à la Mode!” designed by Denis Simachëv will be the superstar in October 9th at ROOM, with an exclusive
event located in the downstairs gallery of the famous boutique in Moscow.

“Mademoiselle à la Mode!” is a traveling exhibit featuring a series of special editions of Kartell’s Mademoiselle armchair created and
styled by an A-list of international fashion designers, such as Valentino, Dolce & Gabbana, Burberry, Etro, Missoni, Moschino, Jean
Paul Gaultier and Christian Lacroix.

Conceived as a chair with a feminine identity by Philippe Starck, Mademoiselle has been created with unique fabrics or “pieces of
wardrobe” suitable for different settings. The fashion house re-imaginations in the Mademoiselle à la Mode! exhibit range from the
elegant and romantic to the witty and eclectic.
Each chair offers a glimpse into the inspirations, styles and expertise of many of the world’s top couturiers, while simultaneously
translating their work to the world of design and further strengthening the relationship between the two creative fields.

“MADEMOISELLE À LA MODE!”
October 9th 2008 - 9.00 pm
7 1st Tverskaya - Yamskaya ROOM

Press contacts Denis Simachëv Vadim Chernyshov, ph. +7 916 030 2430 pr@denissimachev.com - www.denissimachev.com
Kartell Press Office ph. +39 02 90012277/85 - pressoffice@kartell.it - www.kartell.it
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Creativity and technology, glamour and functionality, quality and innovation: a combination of extraordinary factors together with a
strategic vision of distribution has contributed to the lasting success of Kartell. A leader in design, Kartell addresses an international
clientele with a collection unique in originality, variety, size and range. The products are multifunctional and cross-sectional, easy-to-
use and with undeniable visual appeal.

Colors, irony, a feast for the senses, transparency effects and unique shapes for unique items: Kartell items are immediately recognized
throughout the world for their emotional character, durable functionality and undisputed quality. Continual evolution in the use of
materials and experimentation with new technology aimed at discovering their hidden qualities, are fundamental for the development
of Kartell products, both in terms of research and functional performance as well as for new aesthetic qualities.

Collaborating with Kartell are world famous designers, including Philippe Starck, Piero Lissoni, Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, Antonio
Citterio, Patrick Jouin, Ferruccio Laviani, Alberto Meda, Patricia Urquiola and Tokujin Yoshioka. A creative team which, together with
Kartell, has developed a special intuition through dialogue and the continual exchange of design ideas. This has served to establish
a perfect equilibrium between the designers’ project experience, their ability and the demands of the company.

In its 59 years of existence, Kartell has won prestigious international awards including 9 Gold Compass awards. Today Kartell exports
75% of its products to 96 countries worldwide. There are 120 flagship stores and 150 shop-in-shops, and Kartell products can be
bought at 4,000 points of sale.
Lasting success and a daring challenge on the market combine with the continual desire to innovate and reinvent.

For further information please visit www.kartell.it

DENIS SIMACHЁV is a luxury Russian prêt-a-porter brand, highly respected in Russia and abroad. For the last 5 seasons Denis
Simachëv has shown menswear during Milan Fashion Week. Men’s and women’s collections are represented in more than 40 stores
in Russia, Europe, Asia and America.

The inversed logo expresses the position of the brand in modern design. We have an extraordinary point of view - intentionally
provocative and unique. This is the key to making Russian design of European quality based on Russian history, culture and folk art.
The central theme of every collection is the folk ornament or pattern and original crafts: khokhloma, gzhel’, palekh, pavloposadskyi
scarves and other decorative Russian handicraft elements.

Incorporating Russian traditions and folklore in contemporary fashion is a crucial element of Denis Simachëv’s approach. The designer
boldly uses Russian traditions in his collections in a modern and fresh manner. Collaboration with respected western stylists and own
production facilities in Russia and Italy have given DENIS SIMACHЁV the flexibility to create the highest quality clothing and accessories
in the most modern fabrics and materials. Denis Simachëv develops original fabrics for every collection.

The designer is permanently searching for new ways to express his creativity in different spheres. Not only does Denis Simachëv
design apparel, footwear and accessories, but he also participates in challenging projects, such as developing a unique and
recognizable design for cars, motorbikes, snowboards, and furniture. Projects have included designing the official team kit and casual
wardrobe for the football club “CSKA” and for the President’s Judo Club “Yawara-Neva”. Womenswear was launched in 2005. In
2006 Denis Simachëv added a jewellery line.
DENIS SIMACHЁV menswear is inspired by impressive and vivid characters. The heroes of the collections are often gangsters who
have a sense of irony and awareness of themselves and their look. They adore eccentricity and originality and take every opportunity
to express themselves.

The opening of the first DENIS SIMACHЁV flagship store, designed by Denis Simachëv, is an important step in the company’s
development. The bar, café, atelier, limited editions of accessories and clothes available exclusively at the store, motorbikes and
jewelry are statements of the DENIS SIMACHЁV lifestyle and world.

For further information please visit www.denissimachev.com

Press contacts Denis Simachëv Vadim Chernyshov, ph. +7 916 030 2430 pr@denissimachev.com - www.denissimachev.com
Kartell Press Office ph. +39 02 90012277/85 - pressoffice@kartell.it - www.kartell.it


